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Visible Alpha Insights helps investment and 

investor relations professionals easily access sell-

side content and the deepest consensus on the 

market to best understand the Street’s view on 

a company or peer group. Compare key industry 

line items across competitors over multiple time 

periods, quickly identify beats and misses after 

earnings reports and more in our web platform or 

with our Excel add-in.
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Understand Expectations and 
Determine Your Position 

After performing channel checks, you might believe Tesla will ship 37,000 

Model S units in the 2021 fiscal year.  

How should you act based on your estimate?

Knowing current market expectations can inform whether you should 

take a long or short position. Visible Alpha consensus shows forecasted 

Tesla Model S units shipped at 30.7K, with 20 analysts contributing to that 

consensus number. This suggests your view is bullish. 
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Compare Key Operating  
Metrics Across Relevant  
Peers and Time Periods 

Use one of the 1,500+ pre-built, customizable comp tables on the Insights 

platform to quickly compare key line items for companies over multiple time 

periods and easily identify trends. 

For example, in the table below, analysts are forecasting a 46.28% YoY 

growth in total ecommerce revenue for Nike in FY20, but expect Under 

Armour to perform 1.78% lower than the previous year for the same  

line item. 
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Elevate Your Post-Earnings 
Analysis: Identify Beats and 
Misses on Key Company Metrics 

Imagine a company beats revenue and EPS estimates, but the stock is 

trading down after hours. Quickly identify a potential area of weakness that 

may have disappointed investors with our surprise analysis tool. 

For example, analysts forecasted $28,120.9 million in net sales for the 

iPhone before Apple’s earnings report in 4QFY20, but the company reported 

$26,444 million in iPhone net sales, a 6% departure from consensus. 
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Quickly Get Up To Speed On A 
Company or Industry of Interest 

Let’s say you’re interested in Johnson and Johnson and want to discover 

and understand the key revenue drivers. Zytiga, one of the company’s 

most prominent drugs in its pharmaceutical segment, has run into generic 

competition. We can see this impact in the year-over-year growth rates. The 

drug has decelerating YoY growth since 2019 with the downturn forecasted 

to continue. With Visible Alpha Insights, you can easily pull in year-over-

year growth rates, sequential growth rates and absolute change to quickly 

understand performance on any key metric. 

You can also use the comp tables to quickly initiate coverage with an 

overview of key industry players and how they’re performing.
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Identify Analysts with 
Differentiated Views

Leverage detailed, time-stamped broker estimates to identify which analysts 
have been the best forecasters for specific company line items. Discover 
which analysts made non-consensus calls before the rest of the Street and 

turned out to be right.

Data how you want it 

Seamlessly embed real-time 
consensus data directly into 
your company models, and 
audit data with full sourcing 
transparency and calculation 
logic. Easily identify outlier calls 
in broker estimates and view 
revisions over time. In addition, 
downloadable tear sheets are 
available to aid you in pre- and 
post-earnings analysis.
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REQUEST A DEMO

The Future Of Investment Research
Our solutions enhance the buy-side investment research process by  
extracting meaningful value from key sell-side assets, including consensus 
models, research, events and interactions. 

• 13,500,000+ Total Analyst Line Items Available
• Expansive Coverage: 600+ sell-side contributors
• Deep Coverage: 700,000+ total consensus line items
• Global Coverage: 5,000+ companies under coverage

“I used to spend 5 hours doing research and analysis, now I spend 2  
minutes.” —Analyst, $1.5B Directional Hedge Fund

OUR PARTNERS

https://visiblealpha.com/demo-request/
https://visiblealpha.com/demo-request/

